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Abstract--Case-based reasoning is a technique recently developed to alleviate limitations o f  the rule- 
based expert systems. Instead o f  relying solely on rules, a case-based system maintains old cases in 
a case base. When a new problem is encountered, the system retrieves similar cases from the case 
base and constructs a solution to the new problem based on existing solutions. A key issue in case- 
based reasoning is how to index and retrieve similar cases. In this paper, we present a new approach 
that integrates fuzzy  set concepts into the case indexing and retrieval process. This approach has a 
few advantages over existing methods. First, it allows numerical features to be converted into fuzzy  
terms to simplify the matching process. Second, it allows cases in different domains to be comparable. 
Finally, it allows greater flexibility in the retrieval o f  candidate cases. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

RECENTLY, CASE-BASED REASONING (CBR) has re- 
ceived much  attention in developing knowledge-based 
systems. A special issue that included papers on CBR 
theory and applications was published recently by Ex-  
pert  Sy s t ems  with Applications (Liang & Turban, 1993). 
Unlike the traditional rule-based approach in which 
expert knowledge must  be represented in " i f - then"  
rules, a case-based system allows knowledge to be 
grouped and stored as cases. The development of  this 
approach and advances in neural networks, genetic al- 
gorithms, and related techniques have surged as key 
tools of  the second generation hybrid system (Hedberg, 
1993; Liebowitz, 1993). A case is a combination of  a 
problem state and its corresponding solution. A case- 
based system maintains a case base in which old cases 
are stored. When a new problem is encountered, in- 
stead of  relying solely on chaining rules, the system 
retrieves similar cases from the case base and uses their 
solutions as a basis for constructing a solution to the 
new problem. 

There are several advantages of  the case-based ap- 
proach. First, it provides a means for storing experience 
in expert systems. This is important  because literature 
in cognitive science has indicated that a major  differ- 
ence between experts and novices is that the former 
relies more on experience (i.e., previously solved cases 
that they can remember), whereas the latter relies more 
on rules. Although rules are good at capturing general 
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principles for problem solving, the case base allows 
unique experience to be memorized. Furthermore, the 
case-based approach enables knowledge engineers to 
handle poorly structured domains such as legal litiga- 
tion, strategic planning, and design. It is well-known 
that decisions are more an art than a science, and 
knowledge is very difficult to represent completely in 
rules in these domains. In fact, even human  beings are 
trained using case methods in schools of  law, business, 
and the arts. Finally, the case-based approach makes 
self-learning of  expert systems easier. Because the case 
base maintains a bank of  previously solved cases, 
learning is only a matter  of  representing and storing 
cases in the case base. When similar cases are cumu- 
lated to a certain number  that warrants general rules, 
inductive learning methods can be applied to induce 
rules from the cases (Barletta, 1992; Hammond ,  1989; 
Kolodner, 1991; Riesbeck & Schank, 1989; Simoudis, 
1992; Slade, 1991; Stotler, 1992). Applications of  CBR 
have been reported in many  domains (e.g., Ketler, 
1993; Riesbeck & Schank, 1989; Chi, Chen, & Kiang, 
1993; Lee & Kim, 1993; Mott, 1993). 

A typical CBR process includes the steps as shown 
in Figure 1. First, when a problem is encountered, key 
features of  the problem are identified. These features 
are then used to retrieve one or more similar cases 
from the case base. Case retrieval may include feature 
match performed on case indices and actual retrieval 
of  case data. I f  more than one case are found to be 
similar to the new problem, the one considered most  
similar to the new problem is chosen. Finally, the so- 
lution to the chosen case is adapted and modified to 
produce the solution to the new problem. The solved 
problem becomes a new case that can be saved in the 
case base. There are four key issues in the CBR process: 
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FIGURE 1. Process of case-based problem solving. 

(a) identifying key features, (b) indexing and retrieving 
similar cases in the case base, (c) measuring case sim- 
ilarity to select the best match, and (d) modifying the 
existing solution to fit the new problem. Iri this paper, 
we focus our discussion on case indexing and retrieval. 

Case indexing and retrieval are two separate but 
closely related processes. Since a case base may contain 
thousands of  cases, case indices organize their key fea- 
tures to expedite the search process. Case retrieval 
searches the case base to find candidate cases that share 
significant features with the new case. Existing literature 
in case-based reasoning has proposed several mecha- 
nisms for case indexing and retrieval. For example, 
Kolodner (1988) presented a parallel approach to re- 
trieving events from case memory. Seifert (1988) pro- 
posed a goal-oriented retrieval model. Sycara and Na- 
vinchandra (1989) proposed mechanisms for index 
transformation and generation to improve case re- 
trieval. Veloso and Carbonell (1991) analyzed the 
tradeoffs involved in balancing the costs of  retrieval 
and search. Wall, Donahue, and Hill (1988) and Cain, 
Pazzani, and Silverstein (1991) used domain semantics 
to facilitate case retrieval. A good review of  early lit- 
erature can be found in Rissland, Kolodnor, and Waltz 
(1989). 

Although these existing approaches have solved 
some problems in case indexing and retrieval, there 
are a few problems that remain unsolved. One is that 
most existing methods assume qualitative features such 
as weak light or powerful weapon, but provide little 
discussion about how to deal with numerical ones. In 
reality, cases often have both kinds of  features. We 
need mechanisms that can convert numerical features 
into qualitative terms for indexing and retrieval. In 
this paper, we present an approach that applies fuzzy 

sets concepts to case indexing and retrieval to alleviate 
the problem. 

There are at least four advantages of using fuzzy 
indexing and retrieval. First, it allows numerical fea- 
tures to be converted into fuzzy terms to simplify com- 
parison. For example, we can convert the age of  a pa- 
tient into a categorical scale (e.g., old, mid-age, or 
young). Second, fuzzy sets allow multiple indexing of 
a case on a single feature with different degrees of 
membership. This increases the flexibility of  case 
matching. For example, a 50-year old patient may be 
classified as old (0.6) and mid-age (0.5), where 0.6 and 
0.5 are the degrees that the 50-year-old patient is clas- 
sified as old or mid-age, respectively. This allows the 
case to be considered as a candidate when we are look- 
ing for either an old patient or a mid-age patient. Third, 
fuzzy sets make it easier to transfer knowledge across 
domains. For instance, we have cases showing that 
persons older than 50 years of  age (i.e., old persons) 
will need special effort to get a good job. We can use 
these cases to derive a guideline that computer software 
older than 2 years on the market (i.e., old software) 
will need special effort to make profit. The absolute 
age scales are different in these two domains, but the 
fuzzy transformation provides a bridge for comparison. 
Finally, fuzzy sets allow term modifiers to be used to 
increase the flexibility in case retrieval. For example, 
we can search very old patients from a case base con- 
taining old patients with possibilities ranging from .5 
to 1.0. Here, very is a modifier of  old, which can be 
used to modify the membership grade of  old and result 
in a subset of  old patients (considered very old) being 
retrieved. This enhances the flexibility of  retrieval. 

In the remainder of  the paper, we shall present the 
fuzzy approach to case indexing and retrieval. First, 
the concepts of fuzzy sets and their values in case-based 
reasoning are presented. This is followed by our ap- 
proach to fuzzy indexing and retrieval of cases. Finally, 
applications of  the proposed approach and illustrative 
examples are discussed. 

2. FUZZY SETS CONCEPTS 

Fuzzy set theory was introduced by Zadeh in 1965 as 
a generalization of  the conventional set theory (Zadeh, 
1965). Its primary objectives are to represent and model 
the meaning of  ambiguous terms such as old, tall, and 
very beautiful and process multiple memberships in 
classification. Traditionally, an object either belongs 
or does not belong to a set. The membership is binary. 
For example, a person who is classified as honest cannot 
be considered not honest at the same time. A person 
who is classified as an old man cannot be a young man 
at the same time. This is called classical set or crisp 
set. The characteristic function that represents whether 
an object x belongs to a set S is: 
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ms(x):{10 ifxisanelementofS;otherwise. 
A U B * = ~ V x E U ,  

mAuB(x) = max[mA(x), mB(x)]; (4) 

Although classical sets are useful, they have limi- 
tations. For instance, if we define old as someone whose 
age is 60 or older, then a 59-year-old person cannot be 
classified as old. In reality, human beings often adopt 
a more flexible approach. A person can be honest and 
dishonest with different degrees of  possibility. For in- 
stance, a person may be 80% honest, which implies a 
possibility of  20% that he or she is dishonest. A 55- 
year-old person may be considered old and mid-age of 
different degrees at the same time. 

A set that admits partial membership is called a 
fuzzy set. The membership function of  a fuzzy set maps 
the domain of  the set to an interval of  [0,1 ]. Let X = 
{x} denote a space of  objects, then a fuzzy set F in X 
is a set of  ordered pairs F = {(x,m~x))Ix E X}, where 
mf(x) is called "the grade of membership of x in F." 
Here, membership grades reflect the degree that an ob- 
ject belongs to a set. For instance, Figure 2 shows the 
membership function of old persons. We can see that 
the membership grade of a person who is older than 
70 is 1.0, whereas the membership grade of  a 60-year- 
old person is 0.66. Compared with classical sets, the 
fuzzy set representation does not use a single threshold 
value to define set membership. Instead, it allows a 
range of  gray area for classification. 

The membership function of  a class may be repre- 
sented as a mathematical equation. For example, the 
membership function of  old persons as shown in Figure 
2 can be represented as mold(X) = (X -- 40)/30 if 40 < 
X < 70, 0 if X < 40, and 1 if x > 70, whereas the 
membership function of young is myoung(X) -- 1 - 
mold(X). Since crisp sets are a special case of  fuzzy sets, 
most operations defined on crisp sets can also be ap- 
plied to fuzzy sets. The following are some examples: 

A = B ~=* Vx E U, mA(X) = roB(x); (1) 

A c=~ V x ~  U, m--A(X) = l - -mA(x) ;  (2) 

A N B c ~ , V x @ U ,  

mAnB(X) = min[mA(x), mB(x)]; (3) 

Membership 
grade 

1.0 
(oung 

40 70 

Old 

:~ Age 

FIGURE 2. The membership functions of old and young. 

In addition to fuzzy terms such as old or good, we 
often use modifiers such as very, somewhat, and more 
or less to describe reality. Another advantage of  fuzzy 
sets is their ability in handling these modifiers in human 
languages. A typical approach adopted in fuzzy sets for 
handling modifiers is to add operations that can change 
the membership function of the fuzzy term the mod- 
ifiers modify. Given the membership function of old 
patients mo~o(X), the membership function of very old 
patients is [mold(X)] 2, whereas the membership function 
of  somewhat old patients is [molo(x)]l/2. 

Since fuzzy sets use possibilities rather than binary 
membership values, a hurdle value is often necessary 
to differentiate those considered highly likely to be a 
member of  a set from those considered relatively-un- 
likely. For instance, when we are looking for old pa- 
tients, we may want to consider only those whose 
membership grades of "old" are above 0.5. This value 
is generally called an a-cut. An object belongs to a set 
if its membership grade is greater than or equal to the 
a-cut. In our previous example, if the a-cut is set at 
0.5 for age, then patients older than 55 are considered 
old, whereas patients older than 61 are very old. 

3. FUZZY INDEXING AND RETRIEVAL 
OF CASES 

Since case-based reasoning involves finding similar 
cases from the case base and using them to construct 
new solutions, indexing and retrieving of  cases play 
critical roles in case-based problem solving. Unless the 
cases are properly indexed and ready for retrieval, they 
may not be useful. Generally speaking, case indexing 
and retrieving are implemented on the attribute level. 
A case is composed of  many attributes available for 
indexing. For example, the risk of a firm may be as- 
sessed by a set of financial ratios such as quick ratio 
and inventory turnover. Case attributes can be divided 
into two categories: qualitative and quantitative. Qual- 
itative attributes accept nominal values. A firm's qual- 
ity of management, for instance, is a qualitative attri- 
bute whose value may be excellent, good, average, or 
poor. Quantitative attributes allow values to be mea- 
sured on a numerical scale. Inventory turnover of  a 
firm is an example of  numerical attributes. 

Fuzzy indexing and retrieval are useful in domains 
where cases have quantitative attributes. For cases with 
qualitative attributes only, indexing can be performed 
on attributes directly. For example, the risk of a firm 
can be assessed as high, medium, or low (three classes) 
and its quality of  management can be classified as ex- 
cellent, good, average, or poor (four classes). We can 
easily index firms by their risks or quality of  manage- 
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ment. If we also want to include inventory turnover, 
however, indexing becomes more complicated. The 
value of inventory turnover can be any positive real 
number. Like age or other numerical attributes, it has 
an infinite number of possible values and is easier to 
index with a proper transformation into a few discrete 
classes. 

Traditionally, we can choose hurdle values for con- 
verting quantitative values into qualitative classes. For 
example, we may define that young stands for the age 
range below 29, mid-age is between 30 and 49, and old 
is 50 and above. This transforms ages into three classes. 
Similarly, we may define rich people as persons whose 
wealth is worth more than a million dollars. This ap- 
proach is useful in some situations. However, it has a 
few drawbacks. First, it does not differentiate different 
degrees of memberships. Persons having 1 million and 
100 million are both classified as rich but, in reality, 
they are very different in their degrees of richness. Sim- 
ilarly, a person at 50 may be considered old but a person 
at 75 is definitely old. Using the fuzzy approach can 
overcome this problem. 

Another problem with the traditional approach is 
that it does not provide adequate flexibility for handling 
marginal cases. A 50-year-old person is classified as old 
but a 49-year-and-360-day person is not old. This dis- 
crete nature can cause major problems in case-based 
reasoning. For instance, suppose we have three persons 
whose ages and wealth (30, $999,999), (25 with 
$200,000), and (60 with $10 million) are in our case 
base and we need to find someone who is young and 
rich. Based on our previous definitions, none of them 
is qualified because the first is neither young nor rich, 
the second is young but not rich, whereas the third is 
rich but not young. A case-based system may retrieve 
the second or the third person based on partial match. 
The first one has no chance in the traditional approach, 
though he is very close in both age and wealth and may 
be the best match in reality. 

The major value of fuzzy indexing and retrieval is 
that they can effectively offset the above problem in 
case retrieval. Fuzzy indexing and retrieval allow mul- 
tiple class memberships to be defined on a single at- 
tribute. In other words, a person may be classified as 
old and young at the same time with different mem- 
bership grades. In our previous example, fuzzy indexing 
may classify the first case as (old/.6, young/.5, rich/.8), 
which would make him qualify for the retrieval criteria 
of rich and young. 

Fuzzy indexing is a two-stage process as shown in 
Figure 3. Quantitative attributes are first processed by 
thefuzzifier (calledfuzzification) and then indexed on 
the resulting classes (indexing) before being stored in 
the case base. The fuzzification process includes the 
following steps: 
I. When a case is encountered, quantitative attributes 

are identified; 

2. For each quantitative attribute, proper classes are 
determined based on practical needs; 

3. The membership function of each class and its as- 
sociated a-cut are determined; 

4. Numerical values of each case are converted into 
proper classes for indexing. 
To illustrate the fuzzification process, we use 

inventory turnover as an example. To simplify repre- 
sentation, a case consisting of firm risk, quality of 
management, and inventory turnover is represented as 
a three-tuple following the name of the case, that is, 
casename(risk value, value of quality of management, 
value of inventory turnover). Hence, Mitech(low, good, 
4.0) means a firm called Mitech whose risk is low, 
quality of management is good, and inventory turnover 
is 4.0. When a case is to be stored and indexed in the 
case base, the fuzzifier finds that inventory turnover is 
quantitative that needs transformation. If business an- 
alysts usually classify inventory turnover into three 
levels: high, moderate, and low, then three membership 
functions must be constructed: 
1. mhigh(X) = min(1, X/7); 
2. mmoderate(X) = 1/(4 - x) i fx  < 3; 1/(x - 2) i f x  > 3; 
3. m]ow(X) = 1 - min(l ,  x/5). 

For Mitech(low, good, 4.0), the fuzzifier converts 
inventory turnover value 4.0 into membership grades 
of  the respective classes: .57 for high,.  5 for moderate, 
and .2 for low, which can be represented as (high/.57, 
moderate/.5, low/.2). These mean that the inventory 
turnover of the firm has a .57 possibility to be con- 
sidered high, .5 possibility of moderate, and .2 pos- 
sibility of low in the industry. If  a-cuts are set at .5, 
then Mitech can be classified as firms having high and 
moderate inventory turnovers (represented as (high/ 
.57, moderate/.5)) and indexed accordingly. Following 
the same procedures, the cases in Table 1 can be or- 
ganized by their classes in inventory turnover as shown 
in Figure 4. 

Once cases are indexed and stored in the case base, 
they can be used for problem solving. When a new case 

i t "  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

: Quantitativ~ [ Qualitativ~ 
Case I Attributes| Attributes / 

" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i i i i ! i i i i i i  "I . . . . . .  

I Indexing 

) 
I Case Base [ 

FIGURE 3. The fuzzy indexing process. 
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TABLE 1 
Cases in a Sample Case Base 

Inventory Fuzzy Inventory 
Firm Risk Quality Turnover Turnover 

A High Average 1.5 (low/. 7) 
B High Average 1.8 (Iow/.62) 
C High Average 0.5 (low/.9) 
D High Average 2.2 (Iow/.56, moderate/.55) 
E High Poor 2.0 (low/.6, moderate/.5) 
F High Poor 2.8 (moderate/.83) 
G High Poor 1.8 (Iow/.64) 
H Medium Average 2.6 (moderate/.71) 
I Medium Average 3.2 (moderate/.83) 
J Medium Average 4.5 (high/.64) 
K Medium Good 3.5 (moderate/.67, high/.5) 
L Medium Good 2.8 (mederate/.83) 
M Medium Good 3.0 (moderate/1.0) 
N Medium Excellent 2.5 (low/.5, moderate/.67) 
O Low Good 3.8 (moderate/.56, high/.54) 
P Low Good 5.0 (high/.71) 
Q Low Good 6.5 (high/.93) 
R Low Excellent 3.6 (moderate/.83, high/.51) 
S Low Excellent 5.6 (high/.80) 
T Low Excellent 6.3 (high/.90) 
U Low Excellent 8.4 (high/1.0) 

is encountered, the CBR engine searches the case base 
to retrieve similar cases. The retrieval process also needs 
fuzzy treatment if  quantitative attributes are involved. 
The fuzzy retrieval process includes the following steps: 
1. Quantitative attributes are converted into fuzzy 

terms based on membership  functions defined in 
the fuzzifier; 

2. The resulting fuzzy terms combined with known 
qualitative attributes are used as keys for searching 
similar cases; 

3. The matched cases are retrieved as candidates, and 
the one that has the highest similarity is used to 
construct a solution to the new case. 
Given the cases in Table 1, suppose we want to assess 

the risk of  NewTech whose quality of  management  is 
good and inventory turnover is 4.1. I f  we try to match 
the attribute values with the data in the case base di- 
rectly, none will be found because no firm has the same 
inventory turnover. Based on the membership function 

defined previously, the inventory turnover of  4.1 can 
be converted to high/.59, and the case becomes 
NewTech(X, good, high/.59), where X stands for an 
unknown value. We can easily find that firms K, O, P, 
Q match the known attributes of  the new case and can 
be used as bases for assessing the risk of  NewTech. 

Fuzzy retrieval often results in a set of  candidate 
cases for reasoning. The issue following fuzzy retrieval 
is to find the most similar case among candidates. In 
our example, case K indicates that the risk is medium, 
whereas cases O, P, and Q indicate that the risk is low. 
There are several ways of  finding the most similar case. 
For a classification problem, as in the example we use, 
the most  straightforward way is to count the number  
of  cases showing a particular result. Since three of  the 
four candidate cases have low risk, we can conclude 
that the risk of  NewTech is low. Of  course, there are 
situations where this approach is not appropriate. In 
strategic planning problems, for example, we may need 

Inventory 

Turnover 

  High 

Moderate 

= Low 

• [ J, K, O,P, Q,R, S,T,U] 

[ D, E, F, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, R ] 

[ A, B, C, D, E, G, N, ] 
FIGURE 4. Case organized by inventory tumover. 
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to find the most similar case based on certain similarity 
measures and revise its plan to suit the new situation. 

Another approach is to use functions to measure 
the distance between the new and candidate cases and 
choose the one having the shortest distance as the most  
similar case. The distance can be compared on the 
original quantitative attribute value or on the converted 
fuzzy membership grades. I f  we use the original value, 
the distance function for attribute i can be defined as 
d / =  abs(xi9 - xin), where xij and xin are the value of 
attribute i for candidate j and new case n, respectively. 
I f  more than one quantitative attribute is involved, the 
overall distance is the sum of  individual distances, that 
is, d -- Y. di. In our example, case O has the shortest 
distance (4.1-3.8 = 0.3) if the original values are used. 

Similar results can be obtained if converted fuzzy 
grades are used. In this approach, distance is defined 
on each converted class and then aggregated for each 
attribute. That is, di = ~,j abs(x,~ - x~n), where X~k and 
x#, are the grades of  attribute i, class j, for cases k and 
n, respectively. The overall distance d -- ~ di. In the 
previous example, the distances for candidate cases are 
shown in Table 2. It happens that these two methods 
result in the same conclusion--case O is the most sim- 
ilar to NewTech. This, however, may not always be 
true. The selection of  methods can have significant im- 
pact on the basis chosen for constructing new solutions. 
Detailed comparison and discussion are beyond the 
scope of this paper. 

4. A P P L I C A T I O N S  OF T H E  
F U Z Z Y  A P P R O A C H  

In addition to providing better indexing of  cases in the 
case base, the fuzzy conversion of  quantitative attri- 
butes presented in the previous section is very useful 
in at least three areas: extended retrieval flexibility, 
cross-sectional comparison, and more flexible induc- 
tion of  rules. We shall examine them in this section. 

4.1. Extended Retrieval Flexibility 

In some cases, we may want to use the case base in a 
more flexible way. For instance, we may want to find 
firms with moderate inventory turnover and low risk 
or firms with very high inventory turnover. Without 
the fuzzy conversion, it would not be possible to meet 
these demands. 

Using our sample data, if we want to find firms with 
moderate inventory turnover and low risk, the system 
will respond with cases O and R. From these cases, we 
can infer that the firm must have at least a good man-  
agement team in order to have low risk. In addition, 
the inventory turnover value should be higher than 3.6 
if an excellent management  team exists and higher than 
3.8 if a good management  team exists. 

Suppose we want to find firms with very high in- 
ventory turnover. Since very is a modifier, we can use 
the quadratic function defined in Section 2 to modify 
the membership function of  inventory turnover. In 
other words, mve~ high(X) = [mhigh(X)] 2. Using this 
membership function, we can calculate that the mem-  
bership grades of  cases O, P, Q, R, S, T, and U be- 
longing to the class of  very high inventory turnover. 
The results are .29, .50, .86, .26, .64, .81, and l, re- 
spectively. That  is, the system will find that cases O 
and R do not have very high inventory turnover if .5 
is used as the a-cut. Similarly, we can also find cases 
whose inventory turnover is somewhat high, as long 
as we define the modifier somewhat  properly. This 
makes the use of  existing cases much more flexible. 

4.2. Cross-Sectional Comparison 

Sometimes, a particular attribute has different prop- 
erties in different sections. For example, proper inven- 
tory turnovers are often affected by the nature of  the 
industry. A turnover ratio of  4.0 may be considered 
high in one industry, but low in another. Fuzzy con- 
version allows this characteristic to be handled properly 
by defining different membership functions. Suppose 
we need to assess the risk of  a firm, Fasturn, in another 
industry whose membership functions of  inventory 
turnover are defined as follows: 
1. mhigh(X) = min( l ,  x/14); 
2. mmooe~te(X) = 2/(8 -- X) i f x  --< 6; 2/(X -- 4) i f x  > 6; 
3. mlow(X) = 1 -- min( l ,  x/10).  

We know that the firm's management  is good and 
its inventory turnover is 6.5. I f  we search through the 
case base in Table 1 directly, we find that case Q 
matches the given information of Fasturn exactly and 
conclude that the risk of  Fasturn is low. After applying 
the proper membership function, however, we can find 
that, instead of  having a high inventory turnover, Fas- 
tuna's inventory turnover is moderate in the industry, 
(i.e., membership grades -- low/.35, moderate/.80, and 

TABLE 2 
Distances Between NewTech and Candidate Cases 

Inventory 
Firm Turnover Fuzzy Inventory Turnover Distance 

K 3.5 
O 3.8 
P 5.0 
Q 6.5 
NewTech 4.1 

(low/.3, moderate/.67, high/.5) .40 
(Iow/.24, moderate/.56, high/.54) .19 
(low/0, rnoderate/.33, high/.71) .45 
(low/0, moderate/.22, high/.93) .78 
(Iow/.18, moderate/.48, high/.59) 0 
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TABLE 3 
Distances Between Fasturn and Candidate Cases 

Inventory 
Firm Tumover Fuzzy Inventory Turnover Distance 

K 3.5 
L 2.8 
M 3.0 
0 3.8 
Fasturn 6.5 

(low/.3, moderate/.67, high/.5) .22 
(Iow/.44, moderate/.83, high/.4) .18 
(low/4, moderate/1.0, high/.43) .28 
(Iow/.24, moderate/.56, high/.54) .41 
(Iow/.35, moderate/.80, high/.46) 0 

high/.46). This classification results in a candidate set 
of  { K, L, M, O }; all have good management  and mod- 
erate inventory turnover. After measuring their grade 
distances (as shown in Table 3), case L is found to be 
the closest. This suggests the conclusion that the risk 
of  Fasturn is medium rather than low. This example 
shows that cross-sectional comparisons can be critical 
in some cases. Our  fuzzy approach makes cross-sec- 
tional comparison possible and easier for cases involv- 
ing quantitative attributes. 

4.3. Fuzzy Induction of Rules 

Another advantage of  the fuzzy approach is that it 
sometimes makes it easier to induce rules or decision 
trees from the case base after the conversion. Rule in- 
duction is a generalization process that finds causal 
relationships, represented as if- then rules, among at- 
tributes from existing cases (Liang, 1992; Quinlan, 
1979). A popular  approach is Quinlan's  ID3 that uses 
entropy to measure the relative contribution of  each 
attribute. One problem with many  existing induction 
approaches is that they often have to discretize nu- 
merical attributes such as inventory turnover ratios be- 
fore calculating entropy. A typical approach used by 
existing methods is to find crisp hurdle values that cut 
the range of  a numerical attribute into several discrete 
sections. 

The fuzzy approach presented in this paper  pro- 
vides a more  flexible way to process numerical  attri- 
butes. First, we can use the fuzzy membersh ip  func- 
tion to convert  numerical  values into proper catego- 
ries, as we did in Table 1. This procedure allows some 
cases to be classified into more  than one category. For 
instance, the inventory turnover  ratio of  case D is 
classified as both low and moderate.  In other words, 
case D can be considered as two training cases, one 
is Dl(high,  average, low) and the other is D2(high, 
average, moderate).  

After converting all numerical attributes into fuzzy 
terms, regular induction procedures can be applied to 
generate rules or decision trees. Since we may have 
conflicting cases, the possible correctness of  each rule 
can be represented by the percentage of cases sup- 
porting the rule. For example, the ratio of  6/7 means 
that, among the 7 cases that meet the condition, 6 
match the conclusion of  the rule. From the cases in 
Table 1, the following rules can be generated: 

1. I f  inventory turnover = low 
then risk = high, correctness = 6/7; 

2. If  inventory turnover = moderate and quality = 
poor 
then risk = high, correctness = 1/1; 

3. I f  inventory turnover = moderate and quality = 
average 
then risk = medium, correctness = 2/3; 

4. I f  inventory turnover = moderate and quality = 
good 
then risk = medium,  correctness = 3/4; 

5. If  inventory turnover = moderate  and quality = 
excellent 
then risk = low, correctness = 1/2; 

6. I f  inventory turnover = high and quality = average 
then risk = medium, correctness = 1 / 1; 

7. If  inventory turnover = high and quality = good 
then risk = low, correctness = 3/4; 

8. If  inventory turnover = high and quality = excellent 
then risk = low, correctness = 4/4. 
Through the application of  these rules, we can solve 

new cases that we encounter. This also indicates the 
possible integration of  the case-based and rule-based 
approaches. 

5. C O N C L U D I N G  R E M A R K S  AND 
F U T U R E  W O R K  

Case-based reasoning has received significant attention 
in recent years. Since cases may contain quantitative 
attributes that are hard to index and manage in the 
case base, it is important  to develop effective methods 
for handling them. In this paper, we have proposed a 
fuzzy-set-based approach that uses fuzzy membership 
functions to convert numerical attributes into quali- 
tative terms for indexing and retrieval. We have shown 
that this new approach allows numerical data to be 
handled easily. We have also shown that the proposed 
approach increases retrieval flexibility, allows cross- 
sectional comparison, and supports fuzzy induction of 
rules. 

In addition to converting quantitative attributes, the 
fuzzy approach can be extended to handle qualitative 
attributes. The classes of  qualitative attributes are often 
fuzzy terms that can have membership grades. For in- 
stance, good management  is a fuzzy description. Firm 
A's management  may be 0.7 good and 0.2 excellent, 
whereas firm B's management  may be 0.8 good and 
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0.5 excellent.  In this  case, the  d is tance  measures  pre- 
sented in the paper  can apply  to both  types o f  attr ibutes.  
The  overal l  d i s tance  is the  sum o f  d is tances  o f  all at-  
t r ibutes.  

F o r  pract ical  appl ica t ions ,  the  p roposed  app roach  
m a y  have a few l imi ta t ions  tha t  need  fur ther  research.  
First ,  the  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  classes a n d  m e m b e r s h i p  
func t ions  has a cri t ical  impac t  on the  pe r fo rmance  o f  
the  resul t ing system. However ,  this  de t e rmina t i on  is, 
by  no  m e a n s  an  easy task. In  the  future,  we p lan  to 
deve lop  theore t ica l ly  sound  p rocedures  for def ining 
m e m b e r s h i p  funct ions.  

The  second  issue for future  research relates to the  
i n fo rma t ion  bias  or  i n fo rma t ion  loss due  to  da ta  con-  
vers ion f rom one  met r i c  to another .  This  happens  in 
mos t  s i tua t ions  when  da ta  is conver ted  f rom a m o r e  
accurate  metr ic  (such as real numbers)  to  a less accurate  
one  (such as a categorical  scale). The  fuzzy convers ion  
is no except ion.  Therefore ,  it  is des i rable  to s tudy the 
tradeoffs involved  in the  convers ion  a n d  when  fuzzy 
convers ions  are  appropr ia te .  W e  also need to find the  
s i tuat ions in which the fuzzy approach  is inappropr ia te  
and  why. 

The  th i rd  issue is the  appropr ia teness  o f  using a -  
cuts in fuzzy classification. W e  used a -cu ts  in this paper  
to increase the  efficiency o f  feature ma tch ing  by  re- 
m o v i n g  cases with low m e m b e r s h i p  grades.  This,  how- 
ever, m a y  also l imi t  the  retr ieval  f lexibil i ty o f  the re- 
sul t ing system. Del ica te  tradeoffs are involved  in 
choos ing  p rope r  a-cuts ,  

In  add i t i on  to the  above  three issues, we also need 
to  examine  the in tegra t ion  o f  the  fuzzy app roach  with 
exist ing ru le-based and  o ther  types o f  systems. Al-  
though  it is c o m m o n  to use fuzzy logics to process  
uncer ta in t ies  in ru le-based systems,  the  in tegra t ion  o f  
fuzzy rules and  fuzzy cases can be very challenging,  
no t  to m e n t i o n  thei r  fur ther  in tegra t ion  with fuzzy 
neura l  networks.  

Final ly ,  fuzzy retr ieval  often results in a set o f  can-  
d ida te  cases that  need  fur ther  eva lua t ion  before the  
best  case can be chosen.  Veri f icat ion and  va l ida t ion  
are i m p o r t a n t  issues for using case-based systems 
(O 'Leary ,  1993). Therefore ,  deve lop ing  more  effective 
m e t hods  for case selection, system eva lua t ion ,  and  val- 
ida t ion  are o ther  i m p o r t a n t  areas  for fur ther  research.  
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